Fall 2007 RFP Projects Awarded
2007

Issa Abbasi, Nursing, Nursing EOF
   Title: “College of Nursing EOF Computers Lab Upgrade”

Nabil Adam, RBS, CIMIC
   Title: “Support for Ph.D Students & Faculty Research & Development”

Edna Baugh, Law School, Clinic
   Title: “Rutgers School of Law – Newark Clinic Programs”

Ellen Belisle, FASN, Biological Sciences
   Title: “Biology Learning Center Web Development”

Tamara Britt, Law School, Association of Black Law Students
   Title: “The Association of Black Law Students”

Al Brown, NCAS, Rutgers Learning Center
   Title: “RLC Student Lab Printer”

Molly Brownfield, Law Student, Rutgers Law Library
   Title: “Law Library Resume Computers and Printers”

Julia Conroy, RBS, RBS
   Title: “RBS Undergraduate Advisement Mini Lab”

Frank D’Astolfo, NCAS, Fine Arts
   Title: “2007-2008 Technology Upgrade for VPA Labs”

Dahlia Elsayed, FASN, MFA in Creative Writing
   Title: “Visiting Poet Computers Request”

Wei Fang, Law School, Rutgers Law Library
   Title: “Microform Accessing Terminal”
   Title: “Dual-Display Reference Terminals”

Yuan Gao, NCAS, Earth and Environmental Sciences
   Title: “Strengthen Graduate Students Research in a New Lab”

Alexander Gates, FASN, Earth and Environmental Sciences
   Title: “Enhanced Computing Capacity”

John Gunkel, NCAS, FASN Honors College
   Title: “Honors College Student Advisement Services and Lab”

Kenneth Harris, CMBN, Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience
   Title: “Graduate and Undergraduate Training”

Thomas Hopkins, FASN, Career Development Center
   Title: “CDC Student Career Research Mini-lab”
Barbara Hughes, FASN, Mathematics and Computer Science
   Title: “Math Department Equipment/Student Services”

Phil Huskey, FASN, Chemistry
   Title: “General Chemistry Laboratory”

Frieder Jaekle, FASN, Chemistry
   Title: “X-Ray Data Analysis and DFT Calculations for Undergraduate and Graduate Research.”

Andrew Kasper, FASN, Biological Sciences
   Title: “Botany Course Learning Room”

Albert Le Goff, FASN, Biological Sciences
   Title: “Biology Technical Teaching Labs”

Martin O’Reilly, RBS, Ph.D in Management Program
   Title: “Student Systems Upgrade Project”

John Rollino, FASN, Physics
   Title: “Advanced Lab Upgrade”
   Title: “Introductory Physics Lab Upgrade”

Farrukh Salikhov, FASN, Writing Program
   Title: “Printers and Computers for Writing Program”

Engelbert Santana, NCAS, Academic Foundations Center
   Title: “Student Support Services Grant Computer Lab”

Christina Strasburger, FASN, History and African American Studies, Woman’s Studies
   Title: “Upgrading Computing Resources for Faculty and Student of the Department of History”
   Title: “Woman’s Studies Program Computing Resources Upgrade”

Clayton Walton, PRCC, Student Organization
   Title: “Student Organization Printing/Tech Shop”

Elizabeth Wheeler, FASN, Physics
   Title: “Physics Department Administrative Offices”

Carolyne White, FASN, Urban Education
   Title: “Urban Education Upgrade”

Jessica Wilson, FASN, PALS – Program in American Language Studies
   Title: “PALS Computer Lab Enhancement”